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critical extremely important because a particular situation or activity depends on
it your decision is critical to our future crucial or critical these words have the
same meaning but there can be a slight difference in context of an illness injury
etc extremely serious or dangerous so that there is a risk of death critical illness
she has a critical illness affecting her bone marrow the meaning of critical is
inclined to criticize severely and unfavorably how to use critical in a sentence
synonym discussion of critical involving criticism or skillful judgment as to truth
merit etc the article provides a critical analysis of the gulf war synonyms precise
exact judicious discriminating occupied with or skilled in criticism she was one of
the great critical journalists of the 20th century critical is often used in technical
matters of business or science crucial is often used to talk about matters that
may cause anxiety or other emotions decisive of the greatest importance in
affecting the final result of a particular situation she played a decisive role in the
peace negotiations being in or verging on a state of crisis or emergency a critical
shortage of food a critical illness an illness at the critical stage synonyms acute of
critical importance and consequence dangerous grave grievous life threatening
serious severe causing fear or anxiety by threatening great harm krɪtɪkəl 1
adjective a critical time factor or situation is extremely important the incident
happened at a critical point in the campaign environmentalists say a critical
factor in the city s pollution is its population he says setting priorities is of critical
importance critical definition 1 saying that someone or something is bad or wrong
2 very important for the way things will learn more a critical time factor or
situation is extremely important the incident happened at a critical point in the
campaign he says setting priorities is of critical importance synonyms crucial
decisive momentous deciding more synonyms of critical critically krɪtɪkli adverb 1
a critical time factor or situation is extremely important 2 a critical situation is
very serious and dangerous 3 if a person is critical or in a critical condition in a
hospital they are seriously ill more english usage what is the difference between
critic and critical more synonyms of critical some common synonyms of critical
are captious carping censorious faultfinding and hypercritical while all these
words mean inclined to look for and point out faults and defects critical may also
imply an effort to see a thing clearly and truly in order to judge it fairly adj 1
judging severely and finding fault a writer who is very critical of the government s
foreign policy 2 a relating to or characterized by criticism reflecting careful
analysis and judgment a critical appreciation of the filmmaker s work b of relating
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to or characteristic of critics a play that received great critical acclaim critical
from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics arts crit i cal
ˈkrɪtɪkəl s3 w2 adjective 1 criticizing if you are critical you criticize someone or
something critical of many economists are critical of the government s economic
policies what does the word critical mean there are 16 meanings listed in oed s
entry for the word critical one of which is labelled obsolete see meaning use for
definitions usage and quotation evidence critical has developed meanings and
uses in subjects including a critical approach to something involves examining
and judging it carefully when critical has this meaning you use it only in front of a
noun i was planning a serious critical study of shakespeare if you are critical of
someone or something you show that you disapprove of them the meaning of
critique is an act of criticizing especially a critical estimate or discussion how to
use critique in a sentence did you know this free online level test will give you an
approximate indication of the english level you are working towards or
completing understand your english level find out more about the different cefr
english levels improve your english level find tips and advice on the best ways to
learn and improve your level of english 1 it s not personal even when it s personal
when we receive criticism we make it personal in two ways first we may naturally
analyze the critic rather than the criticism second we as of june 2 japan s health
ministry had recorded 977 cases of streptococcal toxic shock syndrome stss
which has a mortality rate of up to 30 some 77 people have died from the
infection congenital heart disease chd is the most common type of congenital
anomaly critical chd defined as lesions requiring surgery or catheter based
intervention in the first year of life table 1 accounts for approximately 25 percent
of chd 1 many newborns with critical chd are diagnosed prenatally or are
identified soon after birth eg
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critical adjective definition pictures
pronunciation and
May 22 2024

critical extremely important because a particular situation or activity depends on
it your decision is critical to our future crucial or critical these words have the
same meaning but there can be a slight difference in context

critical english meaning cambridge dictionary
Apr 21 2024

of an illness injury etc extremely serious or dangerous so that there is a risk of
death critical illness she has a critical illness affecting her bone marrow

critical definition meaning merriam webster
Mar 20 2024

the meaning of critical is inclined to criticize severely and unfavorably how to use
critical in a sentence synonym discussion of critical

critical definition meaning dictionary com
Feb 19 2024

involving criticism or skillful judgment as to truth merit etc the article provides a
critical analysis of the gulf war synonyms precise exact judicious discriminating
occupied with or skilled in criticism she was one of the great critical journalists of
the 20th century

critical adjective definition pictures
pronunciation and
Jan 18 2024

critical is often used in technical matters of business or science crucial is often
used to talk about matters that may cause anxiety or other emotions decisive of
the greatest importance in affecting the final result of a particular situation she
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played a decisive role in the peace negotiations

critical definition meaning synonyms vocabulary
com
Dec 17 2023

being in or verging on a state of crisis or emergency a critical shortage of food a
critical illness an illness at the critical stage synonyms acute of critical
importance and consequence dangerous grave grievous life threatening serious
severe causing fear or anxiety by threatening great harm

critical definition and meaning collins english
dictionary
Nov 16 2023

krɪtɪkəl 1 adjective a critical time factor or situation is extremely important the
incident happened at a critical point in the campaign environmentalists say a
critical factor in the city s pollution is its population he says setting priorities is of
critical importance

critical meaning cambridge learner s dictionary
Oct 15 2023

critical definition 1 saying that someone or something is bad or wrong 2 very
important for the way things will learn more

critical definition in american english collins
english
Sep 14 2023

a critical time factor or situation is extremely important the incident happened at
a critical point in the campaign he says setting priorities is of critical importance
synonyms crucial decisive momentous deciding more synonyms of critical
critically krɪtɪkli adverb
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critical all you need to know about it collins
english
Aug 13 2023

1 a critical time factor or situation is extremely important 2 a critical situation is
very serious and dangerous 3 if a person is critical or in a critical condition in a
hospital they are seriously ill more english usage what is the difference between
critic and critical more synonyms of critical

critical synonyms 130 similar and opposite
words merriam
Jul 12 2023

some common synonyms of critical are captious carping censorious faultfinding
and hypercritical while all these words mean inclined to look for and point out
faults and defects critical may also imply an effort to see a thing clearly and truly
in order to judge it fairly

critical definition of critical by the free
dictionary
Jun 11 2023

adj 1 judging severely and finding fault a writer who is very critical of the
government s foreign policy 2 a relating to or characterized by criticism reflecting
careful analysis and judgment a critical appreciation of the filmmaker s work b of
relating to or characteristic of critics a play that received great critical acclaim

critical meaning of critical in longman dictionary
of
May 10 2023

critical from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics arts crit i
cal ˈkrɪtɪkəl s3 w2 adjective 1 criticizing if you are critical you criticize someone or
something critical of many economists are critical of the government s economic
policies
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critical adj n meanings etymology and more
oxford
Apr 09 2023

what does the word critical mean there are 16 meanings listed in oed s entry for
the word critical one of which is labelled obsolete see meaning use for definitions
usage and quotation evidence critical has developed meanings and uses in
subjects including

what is the difference between critic and critical
english
Mar 08 2023

a critical approach to something involves examining and judging it carefully when
critical has this meaning you use it only in front of a noun i was planning a serious
critical study of shakespeare if you are critical of someone or something you
show that you disapprove of them

critique definition meaning merriam webster
Feb 07 2023

the meaning of critique is an act of criticizing especially a critical estimate or
discussion how to use critique in a sentence did you know

english levels learnenglish
Jan 06 2023

this free online level test will give you an approximate indication of the english
level you are working towards or completing understand your english level find
out more about the different cefr english levels improve your english level find
tips and advice on the best ways to learn and improve your level of english

how to take and give criticism well the atlantic
Dec 05 2022
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1 it s not personal even when it s personal when we receive criticism we make it
personal in two ways first we may naturally analyze the critic rather than the
criticism second we

stss japan reports record spike in potentially
deadly cnn
Nov 04 2022

as of june 2 japan s health ministry had recorded 977 cases of streptococcal toxic
shock syndrome stss which has a mortality rate of up to 30 some 77 people have
died from the infection

evaluation of suspected critical congenital heart
disease
Oct 03 2022

congenital heart disease chd is the most common type of congenital anomaly
critical chd defined as lesions requiring surgery or catheter based intervention in
the first year of life table 1 accounts for approximately 25 percent of chd 1 many
newborns with critical chd are diagnosed prenatally or are identified soon after
birth eg
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